
Chemical Sanitizing 
Door-Type Dishmachines

Clean dishes and
	 energy	efficiency
  behind every door.



Why Jackson Conserver® Series?
Like all Jackson dishmachines, these competitively priced workhorses offer more standard warewashing 
features than any other brand.  Operation-ready with performance-enhancing features such as built-
in chemical pumps and conveniently located controls, Jackson’s Conserver Series dishmachines 
provide all the features you need for optimum cleaning.  Since they are sold at a price comparable to 
other manufacturers’ “stripped down” versions, the feature-rich Conservers are among the very best 
warewashing values you can buy.

Resource Efficient
- ENERGY STAR® qualified
- XL-E model uses 1.02 gallons of water per rack; XL2 model uses 1.17 

gallons of water per rack
- Chemical sanitizer reduces demand for hot water, saving on utility bills 

and reducing operating costs

Exceptional Performance
- XL-E model cleans up to 39 racks per hour; XL2 model accommodates 

two racks, side by side, and cleans up to 74 racks per hour
- Self-draining stainless steel pump eliminates soil and detergent 

carryover between the wash and rinse cycles
- Built-in low product indicator light alerts the user when the machine runs 

out of chemicals
- Dump and fill operation disposes of dirty water, replacing it with a fresh 

water rinse every cycle
- Built-in chemical pumps and priming switches are standard
- Built-in scrap accumulator prevents drain from clogging

Easy to Install, Operate and Maintain
- Control box and chemical pumps are located on top of the machine, 

providing convenient access
- Internal sump saves space and provides greater visual appeal
- Interchangeable stainless steel wash arms are easily removed for 

cleaning and are built to withstand the demands of a busy operation
- Auto-start makes washing fast and easy
- XL-E model is field convertible from straight-through to corner and vice 

versa; XL2 model is available in either straight-through or corner models
-  Dual-point drain connections on the XL2 models allow for versatile 

installations

Conserver® XL-E / Conserver® XL2
Exceptional performance meets cost efficiency

Self-draining stainless steel 
pump(s)

XL2 scrap accumulator 



Resource Efficient
- Cleans up to 39 racks per hour (Normal cycle)

- Uses only 1.61 gallons of water per rack

- Chemical sanitizer reduces demand for hot water, saving on utility bills 
and reducing operating costs

Exceptional Performance
- Cleans up to 39 racks per hour (Normal cycle)

- 27” high hood opening accommodates 18” x 26” sheet pans, 60-quart 
mixing bowls and other large wares

- Self-draining stainless steel pump eliminates soil and detergent 
carryover between the wash and rinse cycles

- Built-in low product indicator light alerts the user when the machine runs 
out of chemicals

- Dump and fill operation disposes of dirty water, replacing it with a fresh 
water rinse every cycle

- Built-in chemical pumps and priming switches are standard

Easy to Install, Operate and Maintain
- Internal sump saves space and provides aesthetic appeal

- Interchangeable stainless steel wash arms are easily removed for 
cleaning and are built to withstand the demands of a busy operation

- Auto-start makes washing fast and easy

- Field convertible from straight to corner and corner to straight for flexible 
installations and applications

Conserver® XL HH
Higher hood takes chemical sanitizing capabilities even higher

Available in three high-performance models, Jackson’s Conserver 
Series dishmachines will help you conserve resources, enhance 
performance, and make operation and maintenance easy.

Internal sump

Interchangeable wash arms
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Flights / Conveyors / Door-Type / Glasswashers / Undercounters 

From the very beginning, Jackson is there to ensure your equipment is working to 
its full potential. At the time of installation, our Jackson Authorized Service Agent 
(ASA) will run the machine to verify that all electrical, water, and drain hookups 
are correct, the machine turns on and off, there are no leaks, and the pumps are 
rotating in the proper direction. If the installation is performed by anyone other than a 
Jackson ASA, we recommend that the customer contact Jackson Technical Service 
to schedule our Performance and Installation Check. After the installation is powered 
and plumbed, this complimentary Jackson service verifies the installation; checks and 
adjusts temps, cycle times, and parts; and evaluates all the operation/performance 
capabilities of the unit.

Complimentary Performance 
& Installation Check

Jackson WWS, Inc. is a full-line supplier of high-quality commercial dishmachines 
including flights, conveyors, door-types, glasswashers and undercounters.  Founded in 
1925, Jackson stands by their “Clean the First Time®” commitment with dishmachines 
that deliver optimal cleaning performance while reducing labor, chemical and utility 
costs. With more standard features, lower operating and acquisition costs and our 
network of factory-certified technicians, Jackson sets the standard for warewashing.  For 
more information about Jackson and its full line of warewashing solutions, please visit 
www.jacksonwws.com or call 1.888.800.5672.
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